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MUSICTHEORY
CHROMATIC  vs.  DIATONIC 

 You may have heard the terms “chromatic” and “diatonic” in musical discussions and 

wondered what is meant by these two terms.  They are quite simple to understand and quite 

helpful when thinking about music. 

 “Diatonic” refers to only the notes that are contained within a particular scale or key.  

“Chromatic” therefore refers to all of  the notes that are not contained within a particular 

scale or key.   

We know that a D major scale consists of  seven different notes – D, E, F#, G, A, B, 

C#.  Therefore it can be said that these seven notes are diatonic to D major.  What if  a G# 

appeared in the music while still in the key of  D major?  This G# would be a chromatic tone 

because it is outside of  the key of  D major or, said differently, the G# is not diatonic to D 

major.  

Let’s look at another example and talk about it using the words “diatonic” and 

“chromatic.” 

!  

!
We should all recognize that this piece of  music is written in the key of  Eb major.  So, in the 

first two measures, all of  the notes are contained in Eb major and therefore all of  the notes 

are diatonic to Eb major.  However, in measure 3, we see a “B natural” indicating a G major 

chord.  This “B natural” is not contained in the key of  Eb major – it is outside of  the key – 

and therefore is referred to as a chromatic pitch.  There are no other chromatic notes in this 

piece of  music, so everything else is diatonic. 

!
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MUSICTHEORY
 If  you are playing any major or minor scale, the notes of  that scale can be referred to 

as the diatonic pitches of  the scale.  But have you ever heard of  a chromatic scale?  A chromatic 

scale is simply a scale that is built entirely of  half-steps, meaning there are no diatonic 

relationships.  A chromatic scale starts on a pitch and moves up or down by half  steps, so a 

one-octave chromatic scale contains twelve different pitches. 

!  

!
 Now that you have a better understanding of  concepts such as key signatures, scales, 

and chords, begin using these terms when you discuss and describe musical devices.  As 

practice, go through pieces of  music that you have played and identify which notes are 

contained within the key/scale (diatonic) and which are outside of  the key (chromatic).  

!
!
DIATONIC CHORDS 

 As we have discussed previously, a major scale consists of  seven unique pitches which 

are referred to as scale degrees.  So, in C major, the “C” would be the 1st scale degree, “D” 

the 2nd, “E” the 3rd, etc. We have also learned in our discussion on modes that we can use 

these seven pitches as different starting notes for building various scales.  Using only diatonic 

pitches, we can also create triads or seventh chords by stacking thirds on each scale degree 

of  a major scale.  The resulting chords will show us the harmonic quality of  chords built on 

the various scale degrees.  This is important because it will help us understand harmonic 

progressions with greater ease. 

!

!
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!
!
Stacking 3rds on each scale degree in order to create triads results in the following: 

!  

!
As you can see above, stacking 3rds on each scale degree and creating triads results in 

various major and minor chords.  This formula can be applied to any major scale, meaning 

that the diatonic chord qualities will always be the same – the I chord will always be major, 

the ii chord always minor, the iii chord always minor, etc. 

!
We can also stack an additional 3rd in order to create seventh chords.  Doing so will result in 

the following: 

!  

!
Again, this formula will hold true when applied to any major scale – the I chord will always 

be a major 7, the V chord always dominant 7, etc.  Notice again that the scale degrees can be 

referred to using regular numbering while the chords built on those scale degrees are 
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MUSICTHEORY
referred to using Roman numerals.  Notice also that the Roman numeral is upper-case if  the 

chord is major or dominant, lower-case if  the chord is minor or diminished.   

!
!
ASSIGNMENTS: 

1. Complete “Understanding Diatonic Chords” worksheet. 

!
HARMONIC PROGRESSIONS 

 Perhaps you’ve heard or seen the expression “ii-V-I” in your musical travels.  This 

series of  Roman numerals describes a particular harmonic sequence or series of  chords.  It is 

merely a template that can be applied to any key.  If  we were to put this “ii-V-I” harmonic 

progression into a real example in the key of  G major, it could look something like this: 

!  

!
Notice that the chord symbols are written above the treble clef  while the harmonic analysis 

(in Roman numerals) is written below the bass clef.  Being familiar with diatonic chords and 

their corresponding degrees of  the major scale gives us a short-hand (Roman numerals) by 

which we can analyze the harmonic progressions in music.  In jazz music, such an 

understanding makes it much easier to improvise over chords and transpose music from one 

key to another.  Of  course, most music will not be as simple as what appears above, which is 

just a basic series of  chords.  Music most often consists of  a harmony and melody, and so 

one must be able to see the relationship between both when trying to analyze harmonic 
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MUSICTHEORY
progressions.  Oftentimes, you may have to look at the melody to get a fuller sense of  

exactly what chord or harmony is being presented.   

 Let’s take a look at a famous piece of  music as an example: 

!

!  

!
Above are the first four measures of  Mozart’s “Sonata in C major K.545.”  Notice 

that at no place in these four measures are the hands playing more than one note at a time.  

At first glance it might seem like this would make it quite difficult to figure out what chords, 

if  any, are occurring, and therefore quite difficult to determine the harmonic progression.  

But play these four measures at the piano or listen to a recording and you will hear right 

away that there is a definite harmonic progression unfolding.  Analyzing that harmonic 

progression requires looking at both the melody (right hand) and harmonic accompaniment 

(left hand) and discerning what chord is being set forth.  

!

!  

Notice that the left hand accompaniment is providing a good deal of  the information for 

harmonic analysis in this example.  The “broken chord” or arpeggiated accompaniment used 

in the left hand is referred to as an “Alberti bass” and is a particular harmonic device named 
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MUSICTHEORY
after Domenico Alberti, an Italian musician from the 1700s. (Just a little music trivia for 

you!)  Once we notice that the left hand is really just arpeggiating the individual notes of  the 

harmony, we can see the harmonic progression come into focus.  If  we stacked these 

individual left hand notes on top of  each other to create chords, we can quite easily see the 

harmony reveal itself. 

!  

!
 Notice that this example is in the key of  C major, and all of  the melody notes and 

harmonic accompaniment are diatonic to the key.  There is no chromaticism of  any kind 

being used in these four measures.  Notice also that when a seventh chord is used (as 

opposed to a triad), the Roman numeral analysis reflects this by using a small number “7” 

after the Roman numeral. 

!
!
!
ASSIGNMENTS: 

1. Complete the “Intro to Harmonic Analysis” worksheet. 

!
!
!
!
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